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RHYTHM (Beat; Tempo)
MOVING; LISTENING; DESCRIBING; CREATING; RELATING

grades 3-5
Lesson #1: Tap the Beat and Walk (Promenade) with Pathways and Levels

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #1:
Creating
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by [playing, singing 

or] moving to music. 
B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of 

cultures. 
E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, voices, 

ensembles and musical forms. 
F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live and] 

recorded performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; demonstrate/practice/use; apply/dramatize

Common Core Connections (language arts or math)
vocabulary: promenade, gallery, locomotor movement, beat, tempo, phrase, trumpet, brass, 
exhibition, pathway, levels (of movement; depict
mathematics: perpendicular

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated that music can…”)
I can keep the beat to music that uses a walking tempo. I know the name of a famous piece of 
music about walking through an art gallery and viewing an art exhibition, written for an orchestra 
to play, featuring the trumpet and other brass instruments. Music can depict places and events.

Student Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
Students will (“I can”) listen and describe music. Students will (“I can”) move and respond to the 
steady beat and tempo (speed of the beat) of the music. Students will (“I can”) count how many 
beats are in a phrase (for the main theme).
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Materials:
• recording of “Promenade” from Pictures at an Exhibition by Modest Mussorgsky
• large space for movement
• hand drum for teacher
• Tapping Page for “Promenade,” Grades 1–5 (Version #1)
• Tapping Page for “Promenade,” Grades 1–5 (Version #2)
• large, light empty picture frames (no glass), or large matting boards (optional)

Sequence:
1. Do what I do.” Along with the steady beat of the music with you as the Leader, model 

(demonstrate) how to gently and lightly “walk” with your index and middle fingers (alternating 
fingers); begin at the palm and “walk” up their arm to their shoulder, to the tempo of the 
music, playing the recording from 0:00–0:34. As each new phrase begins, the “walking” 
fingers start the opposite direction, then back again, etc. Be sure to fit the form of the music 
changing direction when each phrase begins.  

2. “What instrument did you hear at the very beginning?” (trumpet) Show a photo of a trumpet, 
or an actual trumpet if one is available. Ask older students, “What other similar kinds of 
instruments join the trumpet after the trumpet plays alone?” (brass instruments) Show 
photos. 

3. Ask students to count how many beats are in each of the main phrases at the beginning of 
the piece. Play the recording, pausing after the first phrase; share responses. “Now check 
your answer as we listen to the next phrase; share responses. (11 beats) “How many sets of 
11 beats do we hear at the beginning?” Play the recording again from 0:00–0:34 for them to 
count. (four) 

4. After the main section of four phrases, is the next part of the music the same as the 
beginning, or different?” Introduce a signal for “the same” (holding up 2 fingers that are right 
together) or “different (holding up 2 fingers that are apart). Play the music from 0:34–0:40 
and then tell students to get their answer ready and to show it when you snap your fingers 
for everyone to show their answer at the same time. (different)  

5. Share that the music is about walking through an art gallery and that now we will pretend to 
be doing that as we use locomotor movement to walk to the music whenever we hear the 
11-beat main theme (at the beginning and at the end of the recording). While we are hearing 
different sections, we will stop to look at the special featured set of paintings (the exhibition) 
in the art gallery. Optional: Practice first walking to your drum beat and counting the 11 
beats aloud, “1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-CHANGE” (without the recording) and have the students 
change their pathway somehow each time (on the word “change,” heading a slightly different 
direction in the gallery.

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=14
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/mussorgsky/Promenade_Tapping_Version_1.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/mussorgsky/Promenade_Tapping_Version_2.pdf
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6. “Play the entire recording, having groups of students begin in different sections of the room 
and visit different areas of the room simultaneously (older students can be in separate 
groups), walking to the theme and stopping to “admire the pictures at the exhibition” to the 
middle section of the recording, pretending to chat to one another about the painting. Groups 
of students could even be the actual pictures themselves, holding up a large picture frame or 
matte in front of their “picture,” or creating (frozen) tableaus scattered around the room; allow 
time to create these in small groups beforehand. 

7. Encourage the class to use different pathways and levels of motion (high, middle, crouched 
low to ground). Observe student movement responses and utilize the Assessment below as 
you play the recording again. 
 
Teacher’s Guide to the Form of “Promenade” with Recording Times 
“A” Section 
Trumpet Solo/Brass 0:00–0:34 
 
“B” Section 
Orchestra (strings) 0:35–1:34 
 
return of “A” Section 1:34–end 

8. Introduce the Tapping Page for “Promenade,” Grades 1–5 (Version #1). What is a 
promenade? Explain that there are two kinds of promenades: a promenade (ending like 
the last syllable in “lemonade,”) when used in in square dancing, is a particular hand hold 
and type of movement (a noun or a verb). A promenade (ending like the word “odd,”) can 
be a walkway or hallway, or it can refer to walking through an area, either leisurely, or like a 
march; it, too, can be a noun or a verb. In this music, someone is walking. “Do you think they 
are walking leisurely, or marching?” (probably leisurely, but with purpose) “Who remembers 
where they are walking, where they are, and what they are looking at?” (through an art 
exhibition, in an art gallery, pictures) 

9. Lastly, use the Tapping Page for “Promenade,” Grades 1–5 (Version #1)  or Tapping Page 
for “Promenade,” Grades 1–5 (Version #2). and have students tap on their own copy of the 
page to the “A” Section from 0:00–0:34 (or, in front of them, in the air to a projected image of 
the page). First explain that they will tap on each picture to the steady beat. Guide students 
in tapping gently so that we will still be able to hear the music well. If desired, have students 
use their index and middle fingers to “walk” on the shoe icons, like they did in the beginning 
of the lesson; or, students can use their left and right index fingers to tap, beginning with their 
left, and turning the Tapping Page in a perpendicular manner (go over the meaning of the 
word and demonstrate with the Tapping Page).

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/mussorgsky/Promenade_Tapping_Version_1.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/mussorgsky/Promenade_Tapping_Version_1.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/mussorgsky/Promenade_Tapping_Version_2.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/mussorgsky/Promenade_Tapping_Version_2.pdf
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Closure/Questions:
1. “What can you tell me about the music we moved to today and what we learned about?” 

(Share responses and review by referring to Objectives and Conceptual Learning “I can…” 
statements above.) “What was something unusual about the way the beats were grouped 
into phrases in this piece of music?” (there were 11 beats in each phrase) “What was the 
music depicting (what did it represent)?” (walking through an art exhibition in an art gallery) 

2. “What do we call the type of music group that played the music on this recording?” (an 
orchestra) Explain the main difference between a band and an orchestra: an orchestra 
includes string instruments. “What instrument was featured at the beginning of this piece?” 
(the trumpet) 

3. Review vocabulary and meanings from the lesson. Add words to Word Wall.

Assessment/Evaluation:
Optional: Listen again from the beginning of the recording. Each student takes a turn as the 
Leader for a way to walk to the beat (with hands or feet) in 11-beat segments; the teacher uses 
an aural cue, such as playing a triangle, to signal that it is the next person in the circle’s turn 
to be Leader. Everyone else follows the Leader and joins in keeping the steady beat….or, a 
student leader can point to each icon on the Tapping Page. The teacher can use this activity as 
individual performance-based assessment.

Assessment #1:
[Name of Student] can lead the class and/or tap along to the steady beat using the Tapping 
Page:
 (4)…all of the time (no errors)
 (3)…most of the time (1-2 errors)
 (2)…some of the time (3-4 errors)
 (1)…not yet (5 or more errors, unable to determine independently)

Assessment #2:
[Name of Student] can lead the class with locomotor movement, walking to the steady beat of 
the music or tap along to the steady beat using the Tapping Page: 
 (4)…all of the time (no errors)
 (3)…most of the time (1-2 errors)
 (2)…some of the time (3-4 errors)
 (1)…not yet (5 or more errors, unable to determine independently)
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Assessment #3:
[Name of Student] can move his/her whole body: 
      
 (1–2) (3) (4)
 Not Yet Consistently Most of the Time All of the time
 
–silently
–using different pathways
–using different levels of motion….

If desired, the teacher can video record the students for a second assessment.

Extensions and Follow-up Lesson:
1. Challenge the class to “walk backwards” with their fingers during while hearing the entire 

piece again; then solicit student ideas of other ways to “walk” with their fingers (such as 
crossing fingers). 

2. Listen to other movements from Pictures at an Exhibition, noting how the “Promenade” 
theme returns between them. 

3. Watch a video of the 70s rock group Emerson, Lake & Palmer performing Pictures at an 
Exhibition in concert (1971), “Promenade” runs from 0:00–2:52 (and recurs throughout the 
entire work)

Art Gallery Connection:
Lead the class to find out more about topics related to visual art. Work with the art specialist at 
your school and have students create their own art exhibition. Visit an art gallery on a field trip 
(or a “virtual field trip” online) if possible.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7WeP-Aa5EI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7WeP-Aa5EI

